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Abstract

Acoustic imaging relies on the production and detection of controlled
acoustic wave fronts. Emergent acoustic technologies allow nowadays to
define large 2D arrays of high frequency ultrasound transducers, thus en-
abling imaging qualities never seen before. However, these new systems
rely on expensive and complex RF-CMOS beam forming drive and readout
circuits still under development. Indeed, generating precise phase shifts
for millions of transducers is a task never encountered before. An alter-
native to this RF-CMOS-based beam forming approach is to use simple
plane-wave source or detector and retrieve to tunable lenses (transmis-
sive or reflective) for wave front shaping. These lenses are reset through
the application of DC-signals and thus do not require the development of
complex RF-CMOS circuitry.

In this document the first results obtained during the development of
an acoustic tunable lens for ultrasound holography are presented. Based
on electromechanical and acoustic simulations, first the acoustic beam-
forming technique and the acoustic/mechanical specification of the tun-
able lens and its cartesian set of acoustic actuator pixels to efficiently focus
the ultrasound signal on specific location is defined. Acoustic reflective
focusing, 3D printed fixed acoustic zone plate and simulation of acoustic
tweezer realized through fixed diffractive transmissive lens are simulated.

1 Notes of the author

The present document refers often to files stored in a folder that I named Acous-
ticHolo. It should have the following structure:

AcousticHolo

data

brass

homer

brass 3cycles

brass envelope

brass envelope 2

leia

material

ch1
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lenses

3d printing

laser cutting
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Setup

Components drawings
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source

simulation

comsol

matlab (kwave)

DXFLib

matlab-holography

stlwrite
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Along the document, some code is referred to, which can only be accessed
through imec’s GitHub. Most of it can be found at the PhoXonics lab repository
1. Some other is on my imec’s personal GitHub account and probably will be
moved somewhere else.

1https://github.imec.be/PhoXonics
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2 Lens theory

2.1 State of Art

Different approaches have been made to create pressure distributions using
sound (acoustic holograms). The principal ones are resumed in the following
sections.

2.1.1 Passive lenses

Using open / closed lens made of polymers Fresnel lenses have been
created using only 1/0 (open / closed) pixels [1], regarding both reflection and
phase delay of the wave at each pixel.

Figure 1: Fresnel acoustic tweezers design [7]

Monolithic 3D laser cutting The approach made by the Max Plank Insti-
tute for Intelligent Systems creates a lens based on the phase lag at each point
because of the time the wave takes to cross the lens at different thicknesses [3]
[6]. The phase delay needed at the source to create a certain acoustic pres-
sure map is calculated using the IASA (Iterative Angular Spectrum Approach)
algorithm, and the lens is constructed by laser cutting.

To do so, the wave at each point can be represented as a complex number
with a certain pressure and phase delay.

p(x, y, z) = p̂(x, y, z)ej∆φ(x,y,z) (1)

From there it can be converted to the wave number domain (angular spectrum).

P (kx, ky, kz) = fft2(p(x, y, z)) (2)
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Knowing the amplitude and phase lag of each point, a plane wave can be prop-
agated.

H(kx, ky, kz) = ejz
√
k2−k2x−k2y (3)

Then the pressure at a distance z can be computed. From image to source:

P (kx, ky, 0) = P (kx, ky, z)H(kx, ky,−z) (4)

From source to image:

P (kx, ky, z) = P (kxmky, 0)H(kx, ky, z) (5)

From the angular spectrum domain the wave can be converted back to time
domain (pressure, phase).

p(x, y, z) = ifft2(P (kx, ky, kz)) (6)

Figure 2: IASA flow

2.1.2 Active lenses

Using transducers Each transducer can modulate its source independently
with different amplitude, frequency and phase delay [2]. This makes a more
precise, dynamic and adaptable lens, but also more expensive, complicated to
program and depending on the number of transducers. Even more, the res-
olution depends on the size of the transducers, which can not go as small as
desired.
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Figure 3: Output of an array of transducers to generate acoustic holograms [2]

2.2 Lenses calculation

The innovation part about the project is to reduce lenses to 1/0 acoustic pixels
(instead of different discrete phase delays, try to construct the same principle
explained at section 2.1 but with only two different pixel states: open and closed.
”Open” is a pixel as acoustical transparent as possible. ”Closed” is a pixel with
the highest reflection coefficient so it doesn’t transmit the wave.

With this approach, it will make possible to implement a dynamic way of
opening and closing the pixels. Applying this principle, the passive lenses will
be tunable, getting the advantages of both the dynamic and the passive lenses.
To create the acoustic pixels the main idea is to use cMUT arrays [4]. When the
membrane is not collapsed, the air cavity will reflect the wave due to the high
acoustic impedance mismatch (see Figure 4). If the membrane is collapsed, the
air cavity will be null, transmitting most of the wave (low reflection coefficient).
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Figure 4: Displacement of the membrane, before membrane collapse (a), when
collapsed (b), and when the excitation voltage follows the 0 V - Vcollapse –
Vsnapback - 0 V cycle (c) [5]

To collapse the membrane it is needed to apply a certain voltage. To cal-
culate it, different voltages are used to calculate membrane’s displacement by
iterating. The first voltage where the iterations do not converge is considered
the collapsing voltage. Some examples of the collapsing voltage calculations are
plotted in Figure 5.
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(a) Collapsing voltage calculation

(b) Polymer and polymer (c) Si and SiO2

(d) Polymer and SiO2 (e) Si and SiO2

Figure 5: V vs thickness of different lenses made of different materials and
collapsing V calculation (iteration method)

2.2.1 Transmission approach

On an open pixel (relaxed membrane) the wave encounters 4 changes of ma-
terial (medium - support, support - plate, plate - membrane and membrane
- medium). If the membrane is collapsed, the changes of material are only 3
(medium - support, support - membrane, membrane - medium), therefore the
reflection coefficient is much lower (especially considering that air - polymer
acoustic impedance mismatch is much higher than water - polymer. The reflec-
tion coefficient between two materials is calculated as:

r12 =
ρ1c1 − ρ2c2
ρ1c1 + ρ2c2

(7)
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(a) Reflection of a collapsed membrane

(b) Reflection of a cell with air cavity

Figure 6: Transmission and reflection of the two different cell types

The outcome pressure of a pixel is

Pclosed = (((P0(1− rws)− αsts)(1− rsa)− αata)(1− ram)− αmtm)(1− rmw)
(8)

Pclosed = P0rclosed − absclosed
(9)

Popen = ((P0(1− rws)− αsts)(1− rsm)− αmtm)(1− rmw) (10)

Popen = P0ropen − αopen (11)

Where
P0 Initial pressure
rij Reflection coefficients between materials i and j
ti Thickness of the layer i
αi Absorption coefficient of the material i
If the absorption coefficient is low enough, the losses due to absorption can

be neglected and, thus,

Pclosed = P0(1− rws)(1− rsa)(1− ram)(1− rmw) (12)

Pclosed = P0rclosed (13)

Popen = P0(1− rws)(1− rsm)(1− rmw) (14)

Popen = P0ropen (15)
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The phase of the open cells is considered 0. Then the phase delay of the
closed cells is

∆Φ =
tp(

1
cw
− 1

cp
)

2π
(16)

Subindexs s, p,m,w, a stand for support, plate, membrane, water and air
layers.

2.2.2 Reflection approach

Instead of transmission, reflection can also be used to create pressure patterns.
The working principle is resumed in 7. In the reflection approach the only
parameter which will be modified is the phase delay, as the reflection will be
the same in both open and closed pixels.

Figure 7: Cell reflection

As the only modified parameter is the phase delay, it is convenient to force
it to the maximum (π). The distance traveled by the beam inside the hole is:

dhole =
2thickness

sinα
(17)

To create a delay of pi, the thickness of the plate can be forced to:

thickness =
λ

4
sinα (18)

2.2.3 Technical restrictions

Depending on the frequency and the propagation medium, pixels’ size are re-
stricted to be able to apply IASA propagation. If SWs is the space with of the
source (lens), where SWs = NxN = (Ld )2, and SWIi is the space with of the
projected image, where SWi = L2B2.

Where
L is the side length of the source lens
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d is the side length of a pixel
N is the number of pixels in each direction
B is the spatial bandwidth of the image
Then the lenses resolution has the following restrictions [3]:
Lower bond: SWi ≤ SWs

Upper bond: B ≤ 2
λ and SWi ≤ 4LxLy

λ2

The diffraction limit has to be considered as well, where d = λ/2.

Figure 8: Pixel restriction [8]

2.2.4 IASA

IASA algorithm is used to calculate a solution lens using iteration. In each
iteration the restrictions are imposed, and only 1 and 0 pixels are allowed. To
consider some of the non-linearities of the model, the pressure at the pressure
source is passed as a numpy array which is the known pressure distribution of the
source plane wave. If it is not available, constant pressure will be assumed. The
reflection and the absorption of every pixel is also computed at every iteration
and forced to discretize between open and closed pixels.
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Figure 9: IASA code design

2.3 Code

All the code to calculate and design the lenses is updated on imec’s GitHub to
the repository acoustic-tunable-lens 2.

To execute it, set all the desired parameters in the test.py file and run it.
Some examples of actions that can be performed with the code are provided
in the same file, and they show the correct order to execute the functions.
Explanations of all the parameters are documented in the code itself.

The class cmut represents a lens which has different material layers: support,
plate and membrane. When the cmut class is initialized inside the holography
class, the attribute lens represents the two different pixels states of the plate,
1 or 0. 1 represents air pixels (cavity) and 0 represents the transmission pixels
(collapsed membrane).

The class material represents a material. Materials properties are stored in
an excel file in the data/ folder. Also a MaterialLayer can be created, which
adds a thickness to the material properties.

The class holography is used to calculate and design the lenses and plot the

2https://github.imec.be/parcer52/acoustic-tunable-lens
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output. Contents IASA algorithm.
Images are meant to be in the img/ folder in the code root folder. If other

location is needed, the path has to be changed in the holography class file.
The classes are designed so the plate’s thickness can be fixed, and the source

distribution can be passed to the algorithm as a numpy array of pressure points.
Using this two features, the designed lens will be more accurate for the given
conditions. If any thickness is available and one wants to get the optimum thick-
ness to have a delay of π, it can be computed by using the set optimum thickness
function.

To calculate the source, ’pressure’ or ’phase’ can be selected. This only
changes which of the two parameters IASA uses to discretize the pixels in each
iteration.

The calculation of the lens distribution considers:

• Homogenous / heterogenous source

• Reflection and absorption coefficient of materials, real delay

• Reflection / transmission mode

• Pressure or phase as a guide to discretization on each iteration

• Lens efficiency: acoustic power of the hologram vs acoustic power gener-
ated

• Calculate optimal cavity thickness (pi delay)

• Calculate pull-in for the given materials (cMUT structure)

• Calculate sound speed of materials (specific data structure)

Lens efficiency is calculated as

efficiency =
totalpowerontheimageplane

totalpowergeneratedbythesource

Where the totalpowergeneratedbythesource is the sum of the intensity of
all the points just before reaching the lens (1 for reflection mode).
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2.3.1 Code Results

Figure 10: Results for one 2D image using the Python code. f=2.4 MHz, c=1500
m/s, d=λ=0.625mm, L=40 mm, z=25 mm, grid=64x64 px

One image

Multiple images (different planes) For different images in planes big sep-
aration needed to achieve resolution For a 3D shape abrupt changes cannot be
achieved
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Figure 11: Results for 3 different planes imaging using the Python code. f=2.4
MHz, c=1500 m/s, d=λ=0.625mm, L=40 mm, z=10 and 25 mm, grid=64x64 p

Reflection The code can also be used to calculate the lens for reflection mode.
Then ’reflection’ has to be specified, together with the angle of incidence.

Figure 12: Results for one 2D image using the Python code in reflection
mode. f=2.4 MHz, c=1500 m/s, d=λ=0.625mm, L=40 mm, z=10 and 25 mm,
grid=64x64 px
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Other comparisons With the aim to gain computational time during the
lens calculation, an image has been split in a sum of images and a lens has been
computed for each part of the image. The output of all the obtained partial
lenses superposed has been compared with the output of the lens calculated
for the entire image. The results seem to point to the fact that it can be an
interesting approach (see Figure 13) but resolution is lost.

Figure 13: Comparison of the result from superposition lens and the entire
image lens

2.4 Simulation

To prove the lens design, it has been simulated with Kwave and COMSOL.

2.4.1 Kwave simulation

Kwave 3 is a Matlab tool that computes wave propagation in heterogeneous
media. A 3D grid is defined (pixel size, di, has to be smaller than λ/2) and
source and media are placed in it using Kwave procedures (see its documen-
tation for more information). The lenses simulations allow a plane source at
the bottom (piezo’s generated wave) and then a definition of which pixels are
medium (water), which ones support and which ones are closed and open pixels
(air or membrane’s material). Different lens approaches (see 3.4) are available
to choose by the user so they can be tested before building them.

The scripts for every simulation are:

3http://www.k-wave.org/
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• holography single.m: Single open/closed pixels (without support and mem-
brane)

• holography multiple.m: Open/closed pixels simulation with more than
one sensor to read different z holograms.

• lens simulation.m: Different approaches available. Heterogeneous media
defined depending on the lens approach. Sensors can be added.

In the same folder there is also a script (image2dxf.m) that can be used
to create de dxf files to laser cut the lenses for the first trial (see ??). Dif-
ferent approaches can be set on the parameters settings, and the dxf generates
automatically for a 45x45 mm piezo plate (it can be changed in the script itself).

One image result For a first prove of concept, the simulation is just open/closed
pixels defined by a big acoustic impedance mismatch. Instead of low sound speed
and low density, the material has been chosen to be high speed and density to
be able to simulate it with bigger pixels (di) and reduce the computational time
of the simulation.

Figure 14: Results for one 2D image using the Kwave simulator. Left im-
age obtained with Kwave and right with Python. f=2.4 MHz, c=1500 m/s,
di=λ/2=0.3125mm, L=40 mm, z=25 mm, grid=128x128x128 px
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Figure 15: 3D source applied at Kwave

Figure 16: Results for one 3D image (two planes) using the Kwave simulator.
Left images obtained with Kwave and right with Python. f=2.4 MHz, c=1500
m/s, d=λ/2=0.3125mm, L=10 mm, z=10, 15 and 20 mm, grid=128x128x128
px

Multiple images (different planes)

2.4.2 COMSOL Simulation

Several models have been made in COMSOL to test the lenses. They are re-
sumed in the following list:

• 20181004 AxiSym CMUT.mph : Calculate v pull in
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• 20181017 hologram plate v4.mph : point1 simulation, 15 x 15, transmis-
sion

• 20181025 collapsing Cu.mph : Collapsing + acoustic interaction (not work-
ing)

• 20181025 collapsing Cu v1.mph : Pressure distribution on top of 1/0 pix-
els

• 20181029 reflection test.mph : Reflection

• 20190401 one cell closed.mph : One cell simulation. Change materials to
create an open/closed cell

They can be found in the folder simulation/comsol inside the AcousticHolo
folder.

Some simplifications have been made to be able to run the model, as COM-
SOL’s 3D models are highly consuming in terms of time and CPU. First simu-
lations try to prove the behaviour of the open/closed cells. Results can be seen
in Figure 17.

(a) Open cell (b) Closed cell

Figure 17: COMSOL simulation of Sound Pressure Level (SPL) for one cMUT
cell. Support and plate: Si, membrane: Acrylic Plastic, cavity: Air, medium:
Water. PML to simulate infinite propagation medium.
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(a) Acoustic Pressure (b) Sound Pressure Level

Figure 18: COMSOL simulation of for one air-gap open cell (see 3.4.2). Support
and plate: pmma, membrane: pmma, cavity: Air, medium: Water. PML to
simulate infinite propagation medium.

3 Lab work

3.1 Setup

To create an acoustic hologram and measure it, it is necessary to create the
planar wave, to collect the data. To do so, a specific environment is required.

Figure 19: Connections of the Homer setup
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Figure 20: Homer Setup (Hydrophone and source not mounted)

3.1.1 Wave production

Wave Generator Keysight 33500B Series Trueform Wave generator
able to create arbitrary waves at a frequency of 1.5 MHz and which can be
integrated to a software (API communication with computer).

Transducer A ceramic transducer glued to a brass plate to amplify the signal.
The available piezo ceramic plates of the lab are:

The one finally chosen for testing is a square plate 45x45 mm, frequency 1.5
MHz, of MHz Modified PZT-4 purchased at STEMINC (see 3.3.2 for further
information about the reasons why this one is the most appropriate).

Watertight case + Brass plate To improve the signal of the transducer, a
brass plate is glued to the piezo, which is driven with the other side (the one
not glued to the brass) on air. To do so, a watertight case is designed with this
purpose. It is designed with SolidWorks and 3d printed with clear resin. The
design can be found in the setup/source folder.
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Table 1: Available piezo ceramics

Piezo number Shape Dimension [mm] Frequency [MHz]
1 Square 45x45 1.5
2 Circular �25 1
3 Circular �25 1.5
4 Square 30x30 2
5 Square 45x45 0.44

Figure 21: Watertight Case, with the rubber and the plastic screws used to hold
it tight

The brass plate available at imec is 1.9 mm thick, but the ISO brass type is
unknown, as well as its sound speed.

Other brass plates (ISO:C37700) can be purchased from different suppliers,
but only 1.0, 1.5 and 2 mm thick are available.

Amplifier Falco Systems DC - 5 MHz High Voltage Amplifier 50x
To drive the piezo at higher voltages, an amplifier capable to amplify 1.5 MHz
signals is needed.

3.1.2 Measurement tools

Hydrophone (Mario) Hydrophone with enough sensibility to measure the
wave.
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Oscilloscope Picoscope 4248 Oscilloscope with high enough sampling rate
to measure 1.5 MHz signals and with an API to integrate it to the software.

3.1.3 Environment

The setup also needs a water tank and supports for both the transmitter and the
receiver. The water tank is a plastic box and the supports are from Thorlabs.
To precisely move the hydrophone and collect the pressure distribution, a 3D
stage is used. For the present setup a self-made one has been used. The drivers’
box has been designed and assembled to drive the 3 step motors with 3 drivers
and an Arduino. Arduino code can be found in the same repository than the
rest of Homer’s Software code.

Stage construction The stage is self-made (this is where its name comes
from, Homer from home-made). The connections are as represented in the ??
Figures.

(a) Driver connections for axis N
scheme (b) Driver connections for one axis

Figure 22: driver connections
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(a) Motor connections for axis N
scheme (b) Motor connections for one axis

Figure 23: Motor connections

(a) Arduino connections scheme (b) Arduino connections

Figure 24: Arduino connections
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Figure 25: Scheme of all the components of Homer’s driver’s box

3.2 Software

To run the setup, homer software has been designed. It can be cloned from the
PhoXonics repository in github.imec.be4.

There is a User Manual in the repository (resources/doc/USER MANUAL.docx)
where all the software functionalities are explained, together with installation
guide and explanation of some un-solved bugs.

4https://github.imec.be/PhoXonics/homer-stage
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Figure 26: Software interface

To coordinate all the actions, threads are used. Only one thread can be ex-
ecuted at a time (plus the current execution), so all the actions will be synchro-
nized. In the User Manual some bugs and possible improvements are detailed
and can be implemented at any time.

3.3 Construction problems

3.3.1 Driving the piezo

Holding the piezo Holding the piezo by clamping it changes the vibration
mode of the piezo. To solve it, a metal plate is added at the back by glueing
it with double sided tape so it is the metal plate the one clamped and not the
piezo.

Signal received too weak The signal received by the hydrophone is too
weak to distinguish it clearly from the noise. To amplify it, an amplifier is used
after the Wave Generator. This leads to another problem, as the amplifier has
a 50 Ω resistance, which disturbs the signal sent to the piezo (see Figure ??).
It should be a low impedance amplifier, but as imec doesn’t have an available
one, impedance match has been applied.
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Figure 27: Disturbance of the signal generated by the connection of the amplifier
to the piezo. Blue channel: trigger, Red channel: output of the Wave generator,
Yellow channel: output of the amplifier

To set all the different electrical branches to the same impedance, Impedance
matching using Smith Chart is calculated and applied. To do so, first is has
been necessary to measure the impedance of the piezo plate (together with the
metal support), getting the results shown in the Figure 28 (Impedance Analyzer
Agilent 4294A used).

Figure 28: Piezo Impedance Measured with the Impedance Analyzer. Blue
channel: trigger, Red channel: output of the Wave generator, Yellow channel:
output of the amplifier

With the Smith Chart, the impedance needed for matching is calculated,
obtaining:

• Capacitance in parallel: X Ω
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• Resistance in series: R Ω

After adding the mentioned impedance, the signal sent is plotted in the
Figure 29.

Figure 29: Signal after the impedance matching

The signal to noise ratio is still to low. To get a better signal some pro-
cessing is done: averaging and noise reduction. There are also electromagnetic
interferences that have to be removed. Results can be seen in Figure 30.
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(a) Received signal with no pro-
cessing

(b) Received signal with noise re-
duction

(c) Received signal with EMI re-
moval and no noise reduction

(d) Received signal with removed
EMI and noise reduction

Figure 30: Post processing done to the signal

Wave not uniform The wave created by the piezo is not uniform (see Figure
??). To consider it in the calculation of the lens, it has been added to the code
the possibility to specify the source pressure and phase distribution. Using this
feature makes more precise lenses with better resulting holograms. The disad-
vantage of it is that then each lens is made for a specific source and shouldn’t
be exchanged.
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Figure 31: Pressure map of the square piezo at 5 mm distance in MPa

Brass sound speed calculation Brass sound speed can not be calculated by
measuring the time flight difference between water using the piezo as a source
because the reflection is too high to allow any signal at the other side of the
plate. Therefore another technique has been used: two piezo plates have been
placed at both ends of a brass cylindrical prove 50.06 mm long (using acoustic
gel for better acoustic matching between the piezo and the prove). A sign is
sent to one of them and measured in the other. The time taken by the wave to
travel the whole brass prove can be used to calculate the sound speed.

Figure 32: One of the measurements of time flight (represented in blue) of a
wave through the brass prove (f=1.5 MHz)
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This calculation is done for several points and averaged, obtaining 5:
sound speed of brass: 3332.44 [m/s]
standard deviation: 69.02 [m/s]
Using this parameters, the thickness of the plate for a piezo of 1.5 MHz has

to be 1.11 mm.
This cannot be done at imec, and the piezo needed to drive a brass plate of

1.9 mm thick is not available at imec. Another brass plate has to be purchased
(see 3.1.1). Its sound speed is unknown but can be approximated by the formula:

c =

√
E(1− υ)

ρ(1 + υ)(1− 2υ)
(19)

Where
c is the speed of sound of the material E is the Young Modulus of the material

ρ is the density of the material υ is the Poisson coefficient of the material

Some other calculation if needed The time of flight of the sound signal in
the medium from the source (piezo) to the receiver (hydrophone), at the desired
frequency, compared to the time of flight with a plate of brass of thickness dplate
in between

∆t = tmedium − tplate =
dplate
cwater

− dplate
cbrass

(20)

cbrass =
dplate

dplate

cwater
−∆t

(21)

3.3.2 Final source Design

As seen in the theory, the image features must be larger than λ/2 (maximum
resolution), and the pixels larger than λ to diffract the wave. For this reason,
and regarding the following constraints:

• Available tools to create lenses (laser cutting and 3D printing).

• Available piezo ceramics

• Available brass plates thickness

And to solve the above mentioned problems, the source from ”Holograms
for Acoustics” [6] is reproduced.

The piezo transducer is fixed to a thin brass plate of a thickness of λ/2 and
mounted in a watertight case so that the back side of the transducer is open to

5Data can be found in the /data/brass folder (also prove length measurements). The valid
one is /data/brass/brass envelope 2
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air. A thin layer of vacuum grease between the brass plate and the hologram
provides good acoustic coupling and temporary mechanical fixing.

IMAGES OF THE SOURCE!
To calculate the λ of the brass plate is necessary to know its sound speed.

To do so, different measurements have been performed. Considering that the
available brass plate of the mechanical workshop is too thick, that speed of
sound Brass C37700 is 4323 m/s (see Eq. 19) and that the minimum separation
which can be achieved by the laser cut machine between holes is 0.2 mm, then
the maximum number of pixels for each available piezo is resumed in Table 2.

Table 2: Max Number of Pixels per piezo

Piezo
number

Brass λ/2
[mm]

Brass plate
[mm]

Real freq
[MHz]

� px
[mm]

N max
[px]

1 1.44 1.5 1.4 1.0 31
2 2.16 1.5 1.4 1.0 17
3 1.44 1 2.2 0.7 23
4 1.08 1 2.2 0.7 27
5 4.91 3.5 0.6 2.4 16

To maximize the number of pixels, piezo 1 is selected, so the working fre-
quency is set to 1.5 MHz and the thickness of the brass plate is chosen to be
1.5 mm, as it is the closest to the optimum one.

The resonance frequency of the composite formed by the piezo and the brass
plate will be slightly different than the resonance frequency of the piezo alone.

The impedance of the composite is measured with the Impedance Analyzer
and the resonance frequency will slightly change.

If the piezo is glued to the brass and the lens is glued to the brass plate, then
the first reflection is not piezo-water-lens but piezo-lens straight. This reduces
the reflection coefficient.

3.4 First lenses approaches

The last objective is to build a lens using a cmut array. Anyway, to start
measuring and to be able to solve problems one by one, different approaches
have been tested. The ideal lens would be vacuum where pixels have to be
”closed” and the propagating medium where pixels have to be ”open”. As this
is not possible using the available technology, the proposed solutions try to get
each time closer to the cmut array emulation.

3.4.1 Hole plates

Static lenses made out of only one material with some holes. The lens represents
a 2D array of holes. The ”closed” holes are not cut so the reflection of the wave
is higher and the phase delay is π/2 (thickness = cmedium

2f ), and the ”open”
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holes are cut so the reflection is in-existent and the phase delay is 0. In this
case, ”closed” cells’ material is not air but the plate’s material, and ”open” cells
are the same material than the propagation medium (water) (so the opposite
of the cmut approach). To make them, 2 different techniques have been used:
laser-cutting and 3D printing. The material should be suitable for laser cut and
have a high acoustic impedance mismatch with water.

1 x resin of 1.5 mm thickness.
Theory calculation: Lens efficiency: 0.8602 Transmission open cells: 1 Trans-

mission closed cells: 0.5198
The obtained values for the used materials are
Pclosed = P0((1− rwp)− αptp)(1− rpw)
Popen = P0 − αwatertplate
∆Φclosed = XXXXXXX
∆Φopen = 0

3.4.2 Air Gap plates

Static lenses made of two materials: the plate material, which is an inverse of
the hole plates (cut where the pixels are ”closed” and not cut where the pixels
are ”open”) and then a tape covering the plate on both sides. The material
of the lens has to be with the lowest acoustic impedance mismatch possible
with water. Two different coverings are considered: tape and the same material
than the plate. With this approach, the closed pixels get more reflection as
there is an air cavity where the pixels are ”closed” and few reflection where
there is no air-cavity. The thickness of the plate should not be relevant, as the
reflection is close to 1 and therefore the wave emitted by the ”closed” pixels is
negligible. Anyway, if the reflection of ”open” pixels has to be minimized, it can
be interesting to force the thickness of the plate to a λ/2 +nλ multiple, as then
the wave will reflect at the top part of the plate and then reflect back upwards
at the bottom of the plate. If this second reflection is in phase with the initial
wave then it will add pressure to the wave and the total reflection will decrease
(even it can also be neglected).

Before creating them, Kwave has been used to simulate the air-gaps behavior.
As the pixel size has to be smaller due to the speed of sound in air, the number
of cells is reduced and therefore the resolution of the obtained image is lower.

Figure 33: Kwave simulation with an air-gap configuration. 10x10 pixels, 1.5
MHz, 128x128x128 grid pixels
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At imec’s laser cutting workshop pmma (speed of sound of 1529 m/s and
density of 1.25 g/cm3) of 1.5 mm thickness is available. It is not the ideal
thickness (it should be 0.9 mm to have a phase delay of π), but the phase delay
is not so important compared to the reflection. To take into account the width
of the laser beam (between 0.1 and 0.3 mm), the diameter of the holes has been
drawn 0.3 mm smaller so the result is more accurate.

The laser cutter parameters have been adjusted to get the cleaner and precise
cut possible.

speed = 17

power = 30%

numberofpasses = 2

Pclosed = (((P0(1− rws)− αsts)(1− rsa)− αata)(1− ram)− αmtm)(1− rmw)
(22)

Pclosed = P0XXXXXX − Y Y Y Y Y Y
(23)

Popen = (((P0(1− rws)− αsts)(1− rsp)− αptp)(1− rpm)− αmtm)(1− rmw) =
(24)

Popen = P0XXXXXX − Y Y Y Y Y Y
(25)

∆Φclosed = XXXXXXX
∆Φopen = 0
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Figure 34: Laser cut lenses for 1.5 MHz. From left to right: Hole diameter of
1.5, 1, 1 mm. Separation of 0.3, 0.3, 0.2 mm

2 x PMMA of 1.5 mm thickness.
Theory calculation: Lens efficiency: 0.6088 Transmission open cells: 0.8123

Transmission closed cells: 1.8e-7

4 Future work

The work done so far gives evidence to demonstrate that 3d holography can be
achieved by discrete 1/0 acoustic pixels.

As the build lenses could not be tested and measured, the first future step
is to measure their output with a high power source.

After this, still some tricky things have to be solved to design the cMUT
structure:

• Pull in too high for current implementations. Thinner gap will lead to
smaller pull in

• How to release the collapsed cells

• Production process. Production size constraints: Thickness of plate and
membrane, gap radius and separation

• Materials available and applicable to production

• How to distribute the electrodes to drive every pixel individually

• Copper produces high impedance mismatch. How to solve it? Small
electrodes? Conductive polymers?
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4.0.1 Another approach: cMUT as a source

To solve all the problems related to the source, the cMUT array can be used as
a source itself. Using the same principle of collapsed-non collapsed membrane,
but with the difference that there is no source but the cMUT cells themselves.
If some voltage is applied to the cell, it vibrates at the resonance frequency.
The closed (0) pixels will be pixels with the membrane collapsed, which are not
vibrating. Open (1) pixels will be cells driven at the resonance frequency.

This approach solves all the problems related to the low intensity of the
source, and it improves the efficiency as there is no reflection and thus no lost
energy because of the source-lens interaction.

Even though the first approaches of the lenses do not follow the same princi-
ple and that the code is prepared for lenses transmitting/reflecting waves from
an external source, it can be used with no problem for this other approach.
Only specific things such as the lens efficiency calculation will not be useful.

If this approach is used, it can be specified in the python test.py script
(type ’cmut’) and then the reflection and the transmission parameters will be
calculated to simulate the cells working at different voltages.

Even this approach solves some of the problems, the production problems
of the cMUT are still the same, except the restrictions of the size of the pixels
due to the diffraction limit.

5 At imec

At imec things have to go small. Really small. COMSOL simulation at 20
MHz has been made to prove the behavior of the cells is the same that at 1.5
MHz. Still the problem of the high attenuation coefficient for high frequencies
(20 MHz : 0.868 dB/cm, 1.5 MHz: 0.00545 dB/cm) has to be solved.
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(a) Acoustic Pressure 20 MHz (b) SPL 20 MHz

(c) Acoustic Pressure 20 MHz (d) SPL 20 MHz

Figure 35: Comparison between 1.5 MHz and 20 MHz (radius of the hole 500
and 37 µm, respectively)
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